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2011 Wilderness stewardship Challenge
Russell Fjord Wilderness
Background
2011 is the third year that the Sitka Conservation
Society (SCS) has partnered with the Tongass
National Forest to address the Wilderness
Stewardship Challenge (WSC). Funding for
SCS’s part of the work is provided by the
National Forest Foundation (NFF) and SCS. As
part of this project, a combined SCS and Yakutat
Ranger District crew travelled by kayak in the
Russell Fjord Wilderness August 12 - 18, 2011.
The crew consisted of Teresa Hunt, Scott Harris,
Ben Hamilton, and Josh Warner.
Objectives for this field survey were to collect
the following data:
1. solitude data as per SCS/USFS protocols
2. recreation site inventories as per USFS
protocols
3. species lists for birds, mammals, and
plants (within the identification skill levels
of the observers!)
4. photos highlighting the uniqueness of this
Wilderness area.
We also conducted a Leave No Trace
Training Program for Teresa and Ben. They both
completed the requirements to be certified as
Leave No Trace Trainers.

This Report
This report documents our activities and the
data collected. It also discusses and proposes a
methodology for analyzing solitude data. Natural
history notes are also included. It is written in
an informal journal- or discussion- style. Part of

“the Russell Fjord Wilderness
is the most impressive
Wilderness Area I’ve ever
visited. In our seven days of
travel, we felt like we had
the entire fjord to ourselves,
including spending hours
watching the largest calving
glacier in North America”

the reason for this
journal is simply
posterity. For our
projects, we always
take the risk of data
being lost or stored
away, gathering
dust and forgotten.
This report is one
more attempt at sharing the information we
collected.
All photos in this report were taken by Scott
Harris unless noted otherwise.

Solitude Observations
At SCS, we have judged our success with the
WSC by hours of observation and coverage of
wilderness areas.
Our goal is to collect
high quality solitude
observation data that
covers all the land
and near-shore areas
of the Wilderness
Areas. Our measures
are observation
hours within subwatershed units more on that below.
For the WSC
solitude challenge
element, SCS’s
responsibility is
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primarily data collection and outreach. We have
done very little analysis. In fact, our 2010 NFF
WSC grant proposal proposed analyzing data, but
that component of the proposal was turned down
by the NFF. However, in order to collect quality
data, we need to understand how the data may
eventually be used and analyzed. Therefore, the
following discussion describes some ways we’ve
looked at the data and proposes a methodology
for future analysis.

Spatial and temporal specificity
To define observation units, we started
with USFS VCU boundaries - which are
approximately watersheds. We then divided
those VCUs into two sub-units - a near shore
unit defined by 0.1 miles inland from the shore,
and the remainder of the VCU. We justified this
division because we felt that the potential affects
on solitude are vastly different if a visitor is on
the shore or more inland. For example, someone
on a backpacking or fishing trip away from the
shore will likely not be disturbed by boat traffic.
One of the most significant challenges of
our solitude data collection, especially with
volunteers, is to make the observation data
as location- and time-specific as possible.
Ideally, an observation should be assigned to
a specific geographic point and time. One way
to accomplish this is by using a gps unit or the
cybertracker application which automatically
geo-tags an observation.
Here is an extreme example of a non-specific
observation made in 2009: A volunteer travelled
by power vessel the entire length of the West
Chichagof - Yakobi Wilderness over the course
of 24 days. The volunteer entered all data as one
288 hour observation period - actually, he did not
list hours so we assumed 12 hours per day. This
data is only useful for a Wilderness-area wide
analysis and not for smaller spatial scales.

Russel Fjord Data
The methodology proposal that follows uses
the data from the Russell Fjord survey because
that fairly simple data is spatially and temporally
discrete. To record data as point locations, I

kept detailed notes in a rite-in-the-rain field
journal, and then assigned each observation to
a geographic unit post-field. We hope that this
discussion will generate further discussion and
allow us to continue collecting quality data.
The raw data forms for Russell Fjord are at
the end of this report.

Assessing the impact to solitude
It is generally accepted that different encounters
(e.g. seeing or hearing a plane, seeing another
person, etc.) will have variable effects on the
impact to solitude. This is also very subjective.
For example, a very unscientific look at our
2009 data for Red Bluff showed that cruise ship
visitors were much less effected by other boats at
anchor than kayakers were.
encounter
aircraft

boat

people on
shore
signs of
people

heard not seen
seen < 1/4 mi
seen > 1/4 mi
heard not seen
seen < 1/4 mi
seen > 1/4 mi

e.g. fire ring, trash,
camp w/o people

solitude
penalty
variable
0.25
1.00
0.25
0.25
1.00
0.75
1.50
1.00

Table 1: Scott’s Proposed “solitude penalty variables”

A review of the scientific literature would be
useful for assigning a generic “solitude penalty
variable” for different types of encounters.
For the Russell Fjord survey, I went ahead and
assigned a “solitude penalty variable”, shown
in Table 1, for each type of encounter that we
recorded. These “solitude penalty variables” are
my subjective estimation. They vary from zero
to 1.5, with 0 meaning there was no impact to
my feeling of solitude. I also recorded additional
information that is not part of the “solitude
monitoring form”. I recorded aircraft “heard and
not seen” and assumed the “number of people
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Hubbard

Nunatak

Middle
Russell

South
Russell

Solitude observation areas in the Russell Fjord Wilderness Area
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encounter
aircraft

boat

heard not seen
seen < 1/4 mi
seen > 1/4 mi
heard not seen
seen < 1/4 mi
seen > 1/4 mi

people on
shore
signs of
people

number of encounters by area
Hubbard
Middle Russell
2
2
1
0
3
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

South Russell
5
0
1
0
0
0
0

Nunatak
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

1

n/a

Table 2: Encounters by area. Observations hours by area were: Hubbard 39.75, Middle Russell 29.25, South
Russell 20.00, Nunatak 0.00.

seen” category only applies to people on shore.

Deriving a solitude penalty score
To continue calculating a solitude penalty score
(SPS), I divided Russell Fjord into 4 geographic
areas (see map). These areas are fairly arbitrary,
based on my “feel” of the solitude opportunities
during our 7 days on this survey. These areas are
only the “near shore” VCU subunit, as described
above. Table 2 shows the data collected by area.
We did not travel in the Nunatak area.
I used the following formula to calculate SPS
by area:
SPS = ∑ (no. of encounters by type X
variable by type)
Then I divided the SPS by observation hours
to determine the following SPS per hour for each
area:
Hubbard Glacier:
Middle Russell Fjord:
South Russell Fjord:

0.82
0.77
0.13

This analysis implies that the most solitude can
be achieved in the Middle Russell Fjord area
followed by Hubbard Glacier and South Russell.

Weather considerations
The highest number of encounters were aircraft
“seen > 1/4 mile”. These were all high flying jets.
In my opinion, seeing high flying jets impacts my
feeling of solitude. However, I would not have
seen them if it was overcast! In fact, our weather
on this trip was overcast more than 50% of the
time. If I remove these observations, in essence
removing the overcast variable, I derive the
following SPS per hour:
Hubbard Glacier:
Middle Russell Fjord:
South Russell Fjord:

0.06
0.05
0.11

Summary and recommendations
My point in going through this analysis exercise
was to suggest one way of analyzing data and to
help with quality data collection. Based on what
I learned here, I suggest the following for data
collection (and possibly modifying the form):
1. Collect observations as point data - specific
time and location
2. Ensure that observation periods (hours of
observation by area) are diligently recorded
3. Include categories for “seen not heard”
4. Specify that “number of people seen” means
people on shore
5. simplify the weather category to factors
affecting observations, which are % cloud
cover and rain.
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bird species
These 2 pages list the bird species seen on
this survey. This is NOT a complete list of
every bird seen. We focused on occurrence.
Abundance estimates were only made when
an observed species was noteworthy. There is
an excellent birding resource for this area, The
Birds of Yakutat, Alaska which is available at
the Yakutat Ranger District office (usfs 2010).
Species
Pacific loon
Common loon
unidentified loon
Great blue heron
Canada or Cackling goose
Green-winged teal
unidentified teal
Harlequin duck
Surf scoter
unidentified scoter
Common merganser
unidentified merganser
unidentified waterfowl
Sharp-shinned hawk
Red-tailed hawk
Bald eagle
Merlin
Black oystercatcher
unidentified yellowlegs
Surfbird
Ruddy turnstone
Black turnstone
unidentified peep
Red-necked phalarope
Parasitic jaeger
Black-legged kittiwake
Bonaparte’s gull
Glaucous gull
Glaucous-winged gull
unidentified gull
Common murre
Pigeon guillemot
Marbled murrelet

notes

360+
900+

Common loon
Ben Hamilton photo

Red-breasted merganser
Ben Hamilton photo

40+

harlan’s

12

Red-tailed (Harlan’s) hawk
Ben Hamilton photo

80+

Surfbird
Ben Hamilton photo
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Kittlitz’s murrelet
Stellar’s jay
Northwestern crow
Common raven
Black-capped chickadee
Orange-crowned warbler
unidentified warbler
Fox sparrow
Song sparrow
White-crowned sparrow

Ruddy turnstone
Ben Hamilton photo

Parasitic jaeger “attacking” a Black-legged kittiwake
Ben Hamilton photo

Pigeon guillemot
Ben Hamilton photo

Bonaparte’s gull

Red-necked phalarope
Ben Hamilton photo

Black oystercatchers
Ben Hamilton photo
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Mammal species
This page lists the mammal species seen on this
survey. We consider this a complete list of every
mammal seen.

Above: Brown bear at Cape Enchantment. The other
Brown bear was reported by Josh at Beasley Creek.

Above: Ermine near our campsite near Hubbard
Glacier. Ben Hamilton photo

species
common name
Harbor seal
Sea otter
Harbor porpoise
Ermine
unidentified small
rodent
Brown bear
Moose

abundance notes
scientific name
Phoca vitulina
Enhydra lutris
Phocoena phocoena
Mustela erminea

Ursos arctos
Alces americanus

several seen
several, but not abundant
many seen
1 seen
many seen
2 seen
only tracks seen
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Approximate transect for the plant community descriptiion - looking
south down Russell Fjord. The face of the Hubbard Glacier is
approximately 1,200 meters (3/4 mile) to the north.

Plant Community
Description
We did not have a botanist on this survey and
therefore had limited time for botanical surveys.
In other words, our lack of expertise would
have taken up a lot of our time. Therefore, I
focused our botanical work on describing the
plant community at a specific location - our
camp across from Hubbard Glacier. This is an
interesting site because of its proximity to the
glacier and the fact that it was flooded by Russell
Lake in 1986 and 2002. In those years, the
advance of Hubbard Glacier blocked the outflow
of Russell Fjord, hence turning the fjord into a
lake as freshwater inflow raised water levels.
Water levels rose to 26m and 15m, respectively,
in 1986 and 2002 (Gubernick and Paustian 2007).
The following table lists either notable or
abundant plants along a transect from the high
tide line to our tarp site - approximately 30 meters
long with an elevation gain of approximately
8 meters. This should not be considered a list
Approximate transect
for the plant community
description - looking
north toward the face of
the Hubbard Glacier.

species
Honkenya peploides
Hordeum brachyantherum
Carex mertensii
Heracleum maximum
Chamerion angustifolium

abundance notes
abundant along transect start to 3m
abundant
few
abundant after the Honkenya
abundant and mixed with Heracleum

graminoid species
Lathyrus japonicus
Castilleja miniata
Athyrium filix-femina

abundant at higher elev. along transect

Rubus spectabilis
Alnus viride var. sinuata
Ribes laxiflorum
Potentilla species
Geum macrophyllum
Streptopus amplexifolius
Petasites frigidus

few, flowering
many

Orthilia secunda
Equisetum species

few

Salix sitchensis

few
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of every plant observed. Plants are listed in the
order they were observed - starting at the tideline.
When I was unsure of an ID, I collected or
photographed plants for future confirmation by
Kitty LaBounty.

travel log and general
observations
Before diving into the travel log, it is worth
highlighting that in terms of Wilderness character,
the Russell Fjord Wilderness Area is the most
impressive Wilderness Area I’ve ever visited.
In our seven days of travel, we felt like we had
the entire fjord to ourselves, including spending
hours watching the calving from the largest
calving glacier in North America (Trabant et. al.
2003). The only exception was when a charter
boat entered the fjord and a sight-seeing plane
buzzed the glacier. We only saw two pieces of
trash during the whole trip. We removed one. The
other was an outhouse. The only other human
sign was an immaculately clean outfitter’s camp
and a fire ring. These two signs were noted when
conducting recreation site surveys at known

outfitter-guide locations.

12 August
We drove out to the end of old logging roads
to the trailhead, then portaged all our gear
approximately 0.7 miles to the shore of Russell
Fjord. We crossed the Wilderness Boundary
at approximately the point where we started
descending from the top of the old terminal
moraine to the shoreline (Gubernick and Paustian
2007).
The extreme southern end of the fjord had
The Wilderness boundary
marker on the portage trail.

The ring of dead conifers killed when
water levels rose, and a log perched high
in a dead tree (inset).

Our Beasley Creek campsite.
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14-16 August

13 August

17 August
12 August

Route and campsite locations
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the best wildlife viewing opportunities for this
survey. We saw abundant and diverse bird species
(including a group of oystercatchers), and many
harbor seals and harbor porpoises. We were
immediately impressed by the ring of dead trees
around the edge of the fjord. These trees died
when the waters rose following blockage of the
fjord by the Hubbard Glacier. We camped for the
evening at Beasley Creek.
We noted that the high tide correction for
this camp was approximately +2:00 hours from
the Yakutat tide tables. There were no signs
of human activity at this camp. We saws pink
salmon jumping in front of the creek mouth and
Dolly Varden fingerlings in the creek. There were
at least 6 harbor seals in front of the creek.

August 13 campsite

The crew. Left
to right: Ben
Hamilton, Josh
Warner, Teresa
Hunt. Scott
is taking the
picture

13 August
We paddled from Beasley Creek to a un-named
stream due west and across Russell Fjord from
Shelter Cove. The shoreline trees include black
cottonwood. I also noted reddish spruce tops
which looked similar to the spruce-aphid effects
on our spruces in the Sitka area. However, upon
further inspection of the photos it may have
simply been a profusion of cones. We saw a
group of 360 surf scoters. There were no signs of
human activity at this camp.

Shoreline vegetation, including reddish
spruce tops (or cones).

Black cottonwood quickly became the
most dominant tree as we travelled north
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14 August

Teresa and Josh returned to Yakutat today and
Ben and I paddled north all the way up the fjord approximately 18 miles. We saw one brown bear
at Camp Enchantment.
We decided to camp at a point only 3/4 mile
from the face of the Hubbard Glacier. Camping
and travelling this close to a tidewater glacier
requires extreme caution. The Hubbard Glacier
is unique because the rapid ebbing tidal current
removes much of the floating ice. The floating
ice from the Columbia Glacier, in Prince William
Above and below: ice on the beach at our campsite
Sound, in constrast, often impedes travel many
miles from the glacier face. There’s literally too
much ice in the water.
Hazards to consider and manage for this
campsite included the strong currents, floating
ice, and large waves from calving events. After
a long inspection, we were able to locate safe
and low-impact tent and tarp sites. We also never
loitered near the shoreline when dealing with our
kayaks. Waves from calving events would move
large blocks of ice on the beach. We spent three
nights at this site. It rained 2 days and we had one
partly cloudy day when we explored the east side
of the fjord and walked over the glacier.
Our first morning at this site, we were
Left, right, and below:
A charter boat entered
the bay on the 14th,
running through the
gap shown in the
2 photos. The gap
between the glacier
face and Gilbert Point
was approximately
115m (CRREL - see
text).
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surprised to watch a charter boat shoot the gap
in front of the glacier and loiter in front of our
camp. At one point, we were being filmed! We
were surprised because the gap is very narrow.
Post-trip, I checked the database of the US Army
Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab
(www.glacierreseach.com). Their data indicated
the gap between the glacier and Gilbert Point was
approximately 115m. The risk is that the glacier
could calve and sent a huge wave smashing into
Gilbert Point at the moment of transit.
While at this camp we also saw a bush plane
buzz over the top of the glacier face.
One morning I estimated calving activity
by counting calving events. From our tarp site,
during 47 minutes I saw 23 events and heard
37 other events - making a rate of 76.6 events
per hour. Some of the events heard may have
Right above: We hiked north from our campsite to get
a better view of the glacier face.
Right below: The weather cleared on the 16th and
we paddled across Russell Fjord to the flats south of
Hubbard Glacier (Variegated Glacier). In this photo,
Ben is hiking on Hubbard Glacier.

These 4 photos show our tarp and tentsites during and after occupation. We practiced Leave No Trace
principles and camped on durable surfaces such as beach and rocks.
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been further up the glacier and technically not
“calving”.

17 August
We paddled 21 miles south along the west side
of Russell Fjord. We conducted a Recreation Site
Survey at Cape Enchantment. We found an old
fire ring and an outhouse that was knocked over.
We also saw a large groups of surf scoters (900+)
and common murres.

18 August
We paddled the remaining 6 miles to our take-out.
We conducted another Recreation Site Survey at
an outfitter-guide camp near the southern end of
Russell Fjord. This camp was immaculate - not a
shred of trash and very organized!

For more information
For more information about SCS’s involvement
in the Wilderness Stewardship Challenge contact
this report’s author, Scott Harris, at scott@
sitkawild.org, or the Program Manager, Adam
Andis, at adam@sitkawild.org.
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Below: This report’s author in a field of fireweed near
the Hubbard Glacier camp.

Above: Fire ring and abandoned outhouse at Cape
Enchantment.
Below: Outfitter-guide camp at South end of Russell
Fjord
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